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Figure 1: In order to efficiently compute irradiance on the GPU, only the scene geometry and a point cloud with BRDF parameters (left)
need to be transferred to the GPU. During GPU path tracing, BRDF parameters in a hit point are fed by the nearest data point (Voronoi
diagram in the middle). Using shader exploration to infer BRDF parameters for the point cloud, global illumination (right) is computed even
without access to the custom shader source code. Model courtesy Sandra Pappenguth.

Abstract

The sheer size of texture data and the complexity of custom shaders
in production rendering were the two major hurdles in the way of
GPU acceleration. Requiring only tiny modifications of an existing
production renderer, we are able to accelerate the computation of
global illumination by more than an order of magnitude.
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1 Introduction

Porting a production renderer to take advantage of GPUs is a con-
siderable effort and often requires rewriting the whole engine. In
addition, custom shaders may not be accessible in source code and
often introduce performance penalties if not specially adapted to
the accelerator. However, function calls to the renderer’s API from
within shaders may be intercepted and thus costly functions in the
render core may be accelerated outside the shader code. One such
render core API function is the calculation of irradiance [Křivánek
and Gautron 2009; Debattista et al. 2006], and it is this part we
accelerate on the GPU.

2 Algorithm

In order to compute the irradiance on the GPU, we need the ge-
ometry data of the scene and a point cloud. Each point contains
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information about surface properties, shading properties, and direct
light contribution. This data is created before the rendering be-
gins and transferred to the GPU. Note that neither textures nor light
sources need to be transferred, because this information is already
embedded in the point cloud data.

2.1 Point Cloud Creation

The point cloud is created by placing points on surfaces of the scene
geometry, and then sampling properties at these points, such as di-
rect light contribution from all light sources and shading informa-
tion. The placement process of the points is organized in passes,
where each pass refines the result of the previous pass by adding
new points. This way, we achieve an adaptation of point density
only in locations where high detail requires higher point density.
Such high detail regions could be sharp gradients in direct light
contribution, abrupt color changes from shading, or varying nor-
mals indicating geometric detail. Shading information is extracted
by executing the custom shaders in a special manner at each point,
a process which we call shader exploration.

2.2 Shader Exploration

The irradiance calculation on the GPU uses a generic shading
model, which is parameterized by characteristics extracted from
the actual custom shaders. Shader characteristics are inferred by
setting special render states before calling the shader, thus allowing
to deduce shader internals from the shader result.

As an example, given a point to shade, the state provided to a
shader may indicate that lights and environment lighting shall be
disabled, and reflection and refraction rays shall not be traced. If
the shader calls the render core function, it provides the normal-
ized color white on the front facing side and black on the backside
of the surface point under consideration instead of the irradiance.
Now calling the shader returns a color that is the diffuse albedo
plus the ambient illumination/emission.

In a similar way, more properties are deduced and stored, which
include BRDF parameters for diffuse albedo, reflection, refraction,
and transmission properties. Even the index of refraction may be
extracted this way. Note that the extracted parameters include the
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Figure 2: Left: Original rendering in mental ray, which took about 7 hours (2 x Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 2.6 GHz,16 cores HT = 32 threads).
Right: Result of the GPU accelerated version of mental ray, which took about 36 minutes using the original custom shaders (2 x NVIDIA
Quadro M6000). Model courtesy Sandra Pappenguth.

evaluation of texture and procedural texture values.

2.3 Accelerated Irradiance Calculation by Approxi-

mate Shading

Using the information as baked into the point cloud, the irradi-
ance is computed by tracing rays into the scene like we would have
done in the original renderer, however, instead of executing the cus-
tom shaders at the hit points, we use one generic BRDF model fed
with the parameters of the closest point with matching normal (see
Fig. 1). Employing only a single generic BRDF model minimizes
execution divergence on the GPU, while in addition being able to
benefit from the superior ray tracing performance on GPUs [Parker
et al. 2010]. Furthermore, we save on costly shader execution and
there is no need to access texture data.

Contrary to irradiance interpolation [Křivánek and Gautron 2009],
irradiance is computed as a spherical integral weighted by a co-
sine, which acts as a smoothing operator. The piecewise constant
approximation of the integrand thus further helps reducing the vari-
ance. Note that even though shading information is only approxi-
mated by the point cloud values and density of points, the computed
irradiance contains geometry effects in full detail, like occlusion or
color bleeding.

3 Integration into the Rendering Process

In the regular ray tracing rendering process, a custom shader will
be executed at each hit point. This custom shader then may call
the render core functionality to compute the irradiance at the cur-
rent hit point. Although the irradiance calculation involves shooting
many recursive rays into the hemisphere around the hit point, accel-
erating single calls would not be efficient on a GPU. Hence many
irradiance requests from API calls of custom shaders are collected
and processed in a batch, before returning the results to the custom
shaders.

In order to avoid “freezing” all custom shaders upon the API call,
the rendering process is executed twice. In the first pass, the API
calls for irradiance are recorded, a dummy result is returned imme-
diately, and the rendering result of the custom shaders is discarded.
Then, the irradiance is computed for the whole batch on the GPU
and stored. In the second pass, the renderer is started with exactly
the same initial state as the first time in order to generate the exactly
same irradiance requests. This time, however, the API returns the
stored irradiance results to the custom shaders, which now generate

the final rendering result. Obviously the acceleration must com-
pensate for the double invocation of the renderer, which it does, see
Fig. 2.

As a requirement, the rendering process must be deterministic and
exactly repeatable, which we achieve by using deterministic quasi-
Monte Carlo methods [Keller 2013].
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